Arguably, the ability to throw for hunting, attacking and defending has been a principle driver of the success of humans as a species (see p 268). Perhaps I am a barracker for throwing. Actually, I have been since I first experienced the thrill of making a long throw accurately hit its target. Most people have experienced a similar feeling standing next to a lake with a good supply of flat skipping stones at the ready. Such occasional throwing for modern humans is fun, but rarely will it determine how much food you will eat. Except of course in the case of the professional throwing athlete who, like his pre-historic antecedent, is able to gather the spoils of throwing success (fame, fortune, lifestyle, an eager list of potential suitors) from the ability to accurately, forcefully and repeatedly throw. These days, instead of hunting and fighting, such throwing is more limited to the sporting arenas of baseball, handball, javelin, water polo, volleyball and tennis etc.

Performing repeated forceful throws occupationally gives rise to some peculiar injury and adaptation in the throwing athlete. These vary from almost any other shoulder or arm injuries you are likely to see in other contexts. The norm for shoulder injury in modern humans is not throwing-related, so those who do not work regularly with this group are likely to use their other experience in examination and rehabilitation to infer that similar mechanisms are at play and therefore similar treatment can be successfully applied. In this brief summary, I plan to avoid areas of agreement and put forward a number of controversial ideas relating to these differences including the following:

- There is no anterior instability in the throwing shoulder.
- Labral injuries are not what you think.
- Rotational range of motion is important to understand.
- That you should be measuring strength in these athletes.
THERE IS NO ANTERIOR INSTABILITY IN THE THROWING SHOULDER

As throwing athletes will regularly describe pain at the ‘cocking’ phase of throwing, with their arm abducted and externally rotated, it was a short leap to suspect that the pain these players were feeling most likely had a similar mechanism to the pain felt during an anterior dislocation, which also happens at roughly the same arm position. The players never relate that their shoulder actually frankly dislocates during a throw. The thought was that these athletes, through forceful repeated movements to abduction and external rotation were suffering a ‘microinstability’ wherein their shoulder was being stretched to the point of dislocation – translating anteriorly or even subluxing slightly – and then relocating back into the joint. This transient but repeated movement was therefore suspected as the cause of their pain. It is worthwhile examining this notion a little more closely.

Firstly, if it were true that the principal mechanism of the throwing athlete inuring their shoulder was such subtle repeated anterior translation, then it stands to reason that this will be occurring to a greater or lesser extent in many, if not all, of these athletes. Accordingly, some will experience only a small amount of asymptomatic translation whereas at the other extreme there would be subluxations up to the occasional frank dislocation. We could therefore expect to see a higher rate of dislocation in those who throw the most.

With this in mind I consulted Major League Baseball’s repository of injury data, the ‘Disabled List’ wherein players who are required to be replaced from the team’s 25-man roster must provide a medical reason and an expected time-frame. In this data set I only looked at those players who do the majority of throwing and certainly the majority of maximum effort throwing, the pitchers, and for them I only considered their throwing arm. For comparison, we need a population who do little throwing. Here we can look at demographics of otherwise healthy adults as documented in Sweden⁶, as well as skeletal data which would appear to pick up more shoulder dislocations. The rates of shoulder dislocation in ‘normals’ then seem likely to be somewhere in the magnitude of about 2 to 4%. For throwing comparison, I considered a sport that has throwing as a requirement, but a somewhat minor component of the game: cricket⁷. So here we have, I think, a continuum from “not much throwing” to “some throwing” to “as much throwing as people can possibly do” (Figure 1).

Rather than seeing an increase in shoulder dislocation incidence as the amount of forceful repetitive throwing increases, we see the reverse: “shoulder instability is inversely related to the amount of hard throwing you do”. So it seems that throwing is associated with some ‘protection’ from anterior dislocation rather than an increase in the amount of anterior translation. This could easily be a self-selection problem, i.e. only those that will never dislocate their shoulder end up playing high level throwing sports. So now it is worthwhile seeing what happens to a shoulder when it is placed in this “at risk” abducted and externally rotated position. Research examining the kinematics of the glenohumeral joint suggests that during this movement it is normal for the head of the humerus to translate postero-superiorly⁸, not anteriorly.

It is suggested that one adaptation associated with repeated forceful throwing is a tendency for thickening of the posterior inferior band of the glenohumeral ligament⁹. A smaller and contested body of research suggests that the addition of an aberrantly thickened posterior inferior band of the glenohumeral ligament would be associated with an exaggeration of this translation⁷. Examination of the injury patterns commonly incurred in professional throwing athletes reveals higher incidences of superior labral injury⁷ and undersurface tears of the postero-superior rotator cuff⁷. It is tempting to therefore suggest that repeated throwing is associated with abnormal translation of the humeral head, but rather than this abnormal translation being anterior and inferior, it is in fact in the exact opposite direction: posterior and superior. This would explain the reduction in incidence of true anterior instability in this group, as well as suggesting a mechanism for the pathology seen: direct mechanical irritation of the undersurface of the cuff tendons postero-superiorly⁷ and

---

**Figure 1:** Prevalence of shoulder dislocation according to throwing ability. The skeletal and epidemiologic data is from modern-day “normal” adults who can be considered, on average, to be non-expert throwers. Likely the epidemiologic data is underestimating the true incidence somewhat. Cricket players do some throwing, but it’s not primary in their sport, and the throwing arm of Major League Baseball professional pitchers can be considered some of the most highly trained throwers in existence. The data is clearly showing that the better you are at throwing, the less likely you are to dislocate your shoulder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Anterior dislocation incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skeletal data</td>
<td>(Edelson, 1996, 24/500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td>(Hovelius, 1982, 35/2092)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cricket Players</td>
<td>(Orchard, 2002, 4/527)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball Pitchers</td>
<td>(Whiteley, 2012, 0/2498)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LABRAL INJURIES ARE NOT WHAT YOU THINK

Perhaps since the initial description of four sub-types of superior labral injury in the throwing athlete, this diagnosis has gained increasing prominence in the literature and now in excess of 12 discrete sub-types of these Superior Labrum Anterior to Posterior (SLAP) lesions are described. Initially, physical examination alone looked promising (See references 11 and 12, for example). However, every paper which has attempted to verify these findings has come up short. The addition of the subjective features of reported ‘clicking/catching’ inside the shoulder improves the accuracy, as does a history of being a throwing athlete. But all these things together still do not add up to enough evidence for us to be able to definitively diagnose the presence of a SLAP by a combination of history and physical examination. One step up from this is to use imaging and here the only imaging of any use appears to be MRI. The use of MRI, perhaps with the addition of a contrast agent, appeared to be a strong candidate for identifying these lesions. However, the issue has been confounded somewhat by the extremely high likelihood of ‘positive MRI’ findings in asymptomatic subjects (79% of 28 asymptomatic shoulders).

The perceived ‘gold standard’ for identifying these lesions then has to be direct identification through surgical inspection. Unfortunately, there have again been issues because what appears to be pathology can instead be entirely normal anatomy. The final complication is found in the fact that the glenoid labrum is, at best, sparsely innervated. The anatomy here is far from being comprehensively documented. Vangsness et al. had only this to say about innervation in their depiction of the anatomy of the labrum:

“Free nerve endings were noted in the surrounding connective tissue. Occasional free nerve endings were noted in the fibrocartilage tissue of the labrum and these appeared only in the peripheral half.”

And that is the extent of our understanding of the innervation of the labrum.

Currently, it appears that the labrum certainly can be implicated in pain and dysfunction of throwing athletes, but finding out who these athletes are is much trickier than we first thought. Once identified, the management is also currently up for debate with advocates for debridement, stabilisation, tenodesis of the long head of the biceps and also conservative care. Current opinion suggests roughly equivocal results for conservative care and debridement and worse results when SLAP repair and rotator cuff surgery are required.

My opinion (and this will certainly change as time passes and we learn more about this), is that conservative care needs to be tried first for the thrower with a proven SLAP lesion, but if it’s going to be successful, you will know this within 4 to 6 weeks. Continued disability and pain in spite of appropriate conservative care attempts are likely to need surgical intervention and the key now seems to be finding the ‘Goldilocks’ of stabilisation of the biceps anchor whereby the labrum is reattached firmly enough to confer stability to the long head of the biceps but not so firmly as to interfere with the normal movement required during the repeated full range shoulder rotation of throwing.
SPEAKING OF ROTATIONAL RANGE OF MOTION
Assessment of rotational range of motion in the throwing athlete is key in examination, prognosis and directing therapy. Unfortunately it seems that this area has been clouded by a series of acronyms which have only served to confuse the issue. Clinicians need to examine the total rotational range of motion for a throwing athlete in both arms. A healthy thrower will have more or less equal total rotational range of motion in each arm, which is the sum of their internal and external rotational range of motion. The actual number varies quite a bit between individuals. In my experience this has been as low as 150° up to a maximum of 270°. While it is typically in the order of about 180° to 200°, the variability is so great that this “average” number becomes clinically meaningless. However when an athlete presents with a difference from side to side, this becomes clinically meaningful at maybe 10° and almost certainly at 20°. Accordingly, the measurement technique needs to be careful and systematic as the error induced by a casual approach here will certainly mask any important findings that would otherwise be apparent.

If a difference in total rotational range of motion is found, one of our treatment goals immediately becomes restoring this. By far, the most common difference found in throwers is a reduction in total rotational range on the symptomatic side. This is where things become problematic as expert throwers nearly always have their rotational range of motion ‘shifted’ toward external rotation by virtue of an acquired or congenital variation in the amount of twist about the long axis of the humerus. Typically this means they will have more external rotation at the expense of internal rotation and this averages 12°. However, the variability here is again so large as to render this number clinically useless. In one series of 200 athletes the between subject variability was 74° and the maximum within subject variability was 46°. Accordingly, for an accurate idea of which direction range of motion needs to be increased and by how much, some measure of humeral torsion on each side needs to be performed. X-ray, CT and MRI methods are described, but in practice, using ultrasound is usually the quickest and perhaps most accurate measure, although some training and equipment is still required. Once you know the side to side difference in humeral torsion, it is a simple matter to factor this into your thinking without resorting to ‘GIRD’ (glenohumeral internal rotational range of motion deficit) or ‘ERG’ (external rotation gain). If the athlete has, for instance, 20° more humeral retrotorsion on his dominant arm, then he should have 20° more external rotation and 20° less internal rotation on his dominant arm. In truth, it is that simple.

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS
The final suggestion here is that measuring shoulder rotational strength is a useful thing to do in shoulder pain patients generally, but particularly so for throwing athletes. Many different methods are described, ranging from simple, inaccurate and meaningless manual muscle tests up to complex, time-consuming isokinetic dynamometry. In practice, the standardised use of handheld dynamometers has proven to be reliable, valid and clinically applicable. The documentation of both the absolute strengths of internal and external rotation as well as the ratio between these two and the comparison with the non-throwing arm all have clinical use. This technique appears simple (which it is) however, it still requires some training and practice on the part of both the therapist and the patient to gain reliability and validity. I suggest that therapists need to do approximately 20 tests before they can really trust their figures and that most patients can only be trusted from their second session onwards. It seems that despite reassurance, the patients are still wary of pushing maximally during their first visit and you only really see their true strength when they return uninjured for their second visit.

Measuring these strengths allows you to document deficits and therefore accurately plan a rehabilitation regime, as well as infer the magnitude of the work to be done. During rehabilitation you can then continue to monitor these strengths to ensure that any programme you’ve administered is heading in the right direction and fine-tune things when they are not. Equally important is when restoring a demonstrated strength deficit and the thrower is not improving clinically. This is a sure sign some other pathology for this individual has been missed which is causing their problem and it is time to reassess them.

Pre-season assessment of these strengths also is demonstrated to be predictive of the likelihood of injury requiring time out of throwing and need for surgery in a population of professional baseball players. It stands to reason that pro-actively addressing identified strength deficits would be a route to reducing the injury burden associated with throwing. However, at this stage we only have preliminary unpublished data for this. A Scientific Meeting held as part of the 2015 Handball World Cup in Qatar should reveal more.

Clearly there is still much for us to learn in regards to throwing – an activity that we’ve been likely doing for many millennia. Right now, though, I’m off to watch a game of handball.
Throwing is the smart way to hunt and police
Humans are reported to perform two unique hunting methods both of which lay claim to setting us apart on a more successful evolutionary path. Hunting at a distance by throwing (rather than fighting animals up close, with clubs, as the Neanderthals did\(^2\)) allows you to walk away from an unsuccessful hunt unscathed and at very little energy cost in comparison to the other method: persistence hunting (running an animal to exhaustion at a speed too high for it to adequately thermoregulate via panting\(^2,3,4\)).

In a societal context, the ability to enforce tribal mores through coalitional ‘ganging up’ and stoning into submission (or death) unruly members allowed for more successful societies unhindered by these physically dominant bullies\(^5\). No longer would the physically largest member be assured of group dominance. Imagine the surprise of the first tribe that was confronted by a group of throwers who could inflict damage and even death from shouting distance.

Throwing gave us bigger brains
There’s also the suggestion that the development of the ability to accurately and forcefully throw was a precursor (and pre-requisite) to human language\(^6,7,8\). The required increase in brain size to allow accurately timed throws (hitting a target the size of a rabbit from a distance of two car lengths requires a release window of about 1/2000th of a second) forced an expansion in brain size in a region that was later co-opted for language (in the contralateral hemisphere). Throwing came first, it’s suggested, as the ability to hunt and therefore feed in a plain devoid of nuts but full of rabbits was more important than the slower survival advantage that language (and therefore hunting and defending in a planned and co-ordinated manner as a pack) would confer.

You have no idea how devastating throwing stones can be
Early historic accounts\(^9\) vividly portray the deadly force that stone throwing imparts against ‘better armed’ and more ‘modern’ adversaries.

In the Middle Ages, the crossbow was the ‘nuclear weapon’ of its time. In 1139 Pope Innocent II condemned it as “deathly and hateful to God and unfit to be used among Christians.”

All the same it proved no match for skilled stone throwers: “It happened that when the crossbow men shot their bolts they did little harm, for the Guanches never remained in one place, but kept moving about, so that it was difficult to take sure aim … They hurled stones with much more effect breaking a shield in pieces and the arm behind it”

Breaking a shield in pieces, “and the arm behind it”. Consider that for a moment.

A few hundred years later and Canary Islanders are recorded as decimating a 15th century Portuguese landing party: “In hardly any time at all they had so badly beaten us that they had driven us back into shelter with heads bloodied, arms and legs broken by blows from stones: because they know of no other weaponry and believe me that they throw and wield a stone considerably more skilfully than a Christian; it seems like the bolt of a crossbow when they throw it”

Similarly a group of 18th century explorers met a sticky end (12 of the 61 were killed and many others injured) when attempting to engage some south sea islanders: “… the enormous stones hurled by the savages maimed one or other of our people at every moment and whenever a wounded man fell into the water on the side of the savages, he was immediately despatched with clubs and paddles” and “… a shower of stones, so much the more difficult to avoid, as being thrown with uncommon force and address, they produced almost the same effect as our bullets and had the advantage of succeeding one another with greater rapidity”

Australian aboriginals are documented as being especially dangerous to the better-armed 18th and 19th century colonial invaders: “Many a time, before the character of the natives was known, has an armed soldier been killed by a totally unarmed Australian. The man has fired at the native, who, by dodging about has prevented the enemy from taking correct aim and then has been simply cut to pieces by a shower of stones, picked up and hurled with a force and precision that must be seen to be believed … To fling one stone with perfect precision is not so easy a matter as it seems, but the Australian will hurl one after the other with such rapidity that they seem to be poured from some machine, and as he throws them he leaps from side to side so as to make the missiles converge from different directions upon the unfortunate object of his aim.”

You are probably right-handed because of throwing
Humans are largely right-handed, as opposed to all the other apes who are equally likely to be left- or right-handed, since there was a small survival advantage conferred on the mother who could keep her baby quiet holding it in her left arm where it is sedated by the sound of her beating heart, thereby allowing her to hunt (or defend herself) by throwing with her free right hand\(^8\).
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